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Avjet Asia in Seoul, South Korea is located at Gimpo
International Airport (RKSS). Your FBO of Choice for 2018
PyeongChang Winter Olympics in South Korea with
professional customer-focused services and facilities.
•C
 losest airport to the city, 40-minute drive away from
downtown Seoul
• The most parking stands for business jets in Korea (7 dedicated
spots, up to 70 available for use)
• Permit lead time (including slot): 2 business days
• Overnight parking available up to 10 days and hangar space
available dependent on arrivals
• Private Terminal available. CIQ clearance 5 minutes
• Luxurious FBO with unique state of the art facilities and premium
amenities
• The only company that owns and performs handling with dedicated
Ground Support Equipment (GSE) for business jets in South Korea
• Highly trained line service staff complying with international
aircraft ground handling and safety standards
• On-site security guard, FBO access control & 24 hour hangar and
ramp video surveillance.
• Assistance in Mandarin, English, and Korean
A World of Air Elite Magazine is a quarterly publication from Air Elite and World
Fuel Services. Inquiries about the publication can be sent to info@airelitenetwork.
com or 3000 Bayport Drive, Suite 470 Tampa, FL 33607.
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A World Perspective
2018: A Year of Innovation
Greetings and Happy New Year from our Global
Trip Support Headquarters in Houston, Texas!
2017 has been an exciting year for the Air Elite
Network marked by impressive growth with new
locations added around the globe. In fact, we are
honored to have added 17 new Diamond Service
Locations to our network in just the past year. As
we continue to evolve our service delivery and offerings for the flying public, we are optimistic that
2018 will prove to be an equally exciting growth
year for the network.
Likewise, the past year was an exciting time
for World Fuel Services’ Business and General Aviation offering as a whole. At the pinnacle
of this excitement was the announcement of our
new, innovative and elite iPad app – myWorld.
myWorld is the next generation app for pilots
and flight operators that merges our Online Flight
Planning (OFP™), FuelFinder, location finder,
and Trip View® technologies into one convenient
mobile application. Our team enlisted the help of
IBM iX to assist in the technical development, and
combined their expertise with continual input and
testing from some of our industry’s most demanding flight operations customers to design a stateof-the-art user experience.
The app provides users with complex information and calculations embedded directly into
the flight planning process. This is all fed by information and technologies from some of our
industry’s leading companies including Seattle
Avionics, Aircraft Performance Group, NavBlue,
Mapbox, and SkyVector. Since this information is
all built into the app, these features are available to
pilots whether they are on the ground or in the air
without a data connection.
Our agreement with Seattle Avionics has allowed us to bundle over 40,000 industry-leading
global charts and 4,500 hand-drawn U.S. airport
diagrams – one for every paved airport in the
country. The company’s ChartData™ includes Geographic Information Systems geo-referenced data
for 60 countries with approach-certified DO200A
charts, along with 40,000 CFII approach plates. All
of this information is updated and recertified every 28 days to ensure accuracy.
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Aircraft Performance Group’s (APG) iPreflight™ framework was integrated into myWorld
to provide increased accuracy and safety for every
flight plan. This includes the combination of bestin-class take-off and landing performance calculations, along with weight & balance calculations.
Pilots can adjust all of this data as necessary and
with or without a data connection.
Another exciting feature of myWorld is the integration of SkyVector’s worldwide enroute aeronautical charts into the app’s flexible map layering.
With this feature, pilots can quickly and easily
overlay key flight plan data including AIRMETs,
SIGMETs, TFRs, satellite imagery, and real-time
weather directly onto the dynamic global charts.
All of these seamless integrations are examples of how our team is focused on working with
the best in the business to provide industry-leading solutions to increase safety, enhance regulatory compliance, and provide time savings and convenience for pilots and flight departments.
Gone are the days when pilots need to flip
between several different apps to plan flights, calculate weight & balance, set-up fuel orders, and
view real-time weather. All of this is now possible through one, user-friendly app that is free to
World Fuel Services customers.
myWorld will be available for download in the
iTunes App Store in the first quarter of 2018. This
launch is just the first step in the strategic evolution of our mission to make our customers’ jobs
more efficient and working with our team simpler.
Stay tuned in the coming months for further releases of myWorld as we continue our quest for
innovation. As we continue to enhance our offers
on the trip support side of things, you can count
on the Air Elite Network of Diamond Service Locations to forge ahead in their mission to exceed
the expectations of flight crews and passengers the
world over.
Sincerely,
Joel Purdom
Senior Vice President, Global Trip Support
World Fuel Services
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The Difference is the Difference
Leave It Better Than You Found It
Welcome to 2018 and A World of Air Elite.
I have had a number of sayings come across
my desk in my career which have inspired me at
some level. I’m not sure any of them have moved
me more than a concept that was often shared with
many of us in Ft. Worth by its’ former Mayor, Bob
Bolen. On many occasions, he would go out of his
way to remind his constituents to, “leave it better
than you found it.” Having grown up in upstate
New York, gone to school outside of Boston and
worked in a number of cities across the country, I
can tell you that a lot of folks have kept that notion
at the forefront of their minds here in Ft. Worth
over the years. Having lived and worked here since
the early part of 1990, this community continues
to thrive on all fronts, in large part because of tremendous leadership, from both the business community and our political leaders.
After having served on the Board over the
last few years, I was humbled when I was asked
recently to become the Chairman of the Air Elite
Board. I view it as a tremendous opportunity and
I’m honored to fill this leadership position representing all of the network members.
I have been fortunate to have been involved
with the AllianceTexas project from the beginning, when one of our Network founders, Tim
Ward, offered me the opportunity to become part
of the Alliance Airport team. After ten years working with Tim and growing the airport businesses,
I moved onto the parent organization, Hillwood
real estate team as their Senior Vice President of
Operations.. When Tim Ward decided to retire, I
was asked to come back to lead the aviation side of
our business. I gladly accepted and returned to the
airport, as President of our aviation companies.

created in the 70+ global FBO facilities, now in
place. The network has reached a point where it’s
important to step back and evaluate our mission
and look at our history to review our successes
and evaluate our overall performance to date. As a
network, we continue to seek new ways to deliver
value to flight departments, owned aircraft operators and aviation enthusiasts, alike. 2018 will be
different for the network for several reasons. This
year we are more organized, better networked,
and with World Fuel Services having refined their
position in the industry as well as the Business &
General Aviation products and services, we know
this is a very strong alliance. We have set very
specific goals supported by intelligent strategies
for 2018 that will add value, structure to our flight
departments and operators, and enhance our network offering overall.
We look forward to the opportunities in 2018
for the aviation industry. Change is still the constant in our industry. Those who are adaptive and
able to look to the future to determine the most
intelligent ways to ensure value and consistent service delivery to the customer, separate themselves
from the rest.
As the Air Elite Network Board Chair, I am
honored to represent the network and seek to
work with our members and World Fuel Services
to differentiate the network with high value and
consistency in all things. I look forward to the
year ahead and feel confident that, at the end of
the day, it truly is all about...” leaving it better than
you found it!”
Thomas J. Harris
President, Alliance Air/Aviation Services A Hillwood Company
Air Elite Network Board Chair, Air Elite Network

I was sorry to miss our latest network meeting,
as I was on leave cycling across the country supporting my daughter’s foundation. The ride gave
me an opportunity to think long and hard about
how we might continue to grow the value we have
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DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Asia-Pacific & Middle East

Asia-Pacific & Middle East
We are honored to present the Air Elite Network members. The value these FBOs provide to the operators around the
globe include:
• Comfort of consistency through elevated customer service and facility standards • Benchmarking The Ritz-Carlton philosophy on customer service
• Pleasure of variety with local expertise of independently owned FBOs

• Elevated FlyBuys Rewards – Loyalty Has Its Rewards

Royal Jet (OMAA)
• Abu Dhabi is a strategic location, referred to as the crossroads of the world, and ideal
for technical stopovers during flights between Europe, Asia and the Far East.
• The Royal Jet Terminal is favorably situated right next to the runway, which allows for
swift taxiing time.
• Our FBO also benefits from its own security, customs and immigration department,
meaning that discretion and security are always assured.

ROYAL JET / PRAJEET PAREPARAMBIL / +971 2 5051 565 / WWW.ROYALJETGROUP.COM/EN/
ARTICLE/ON-THE-GROUND/FIXED-BASE-OPERATION-ABU-DHABI.HTML /
P.O. BOX 60666, ABU DHABI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES

Jet Aviation - Dubai (OMDB)
• Jet Aviation Dubai opened its maintenance and FBO operation in 2005
and is located at Dubai International Airport.
• The company provides scheduled and unscheduled maintenance, FBO
services, aircraft washing and hangar service.
• Jet Aviation’s FBO in Dubai offers clients and crew members in-house
immigration and customs clearance.

JET AVIATION - DUBAI / PHILIPPE GERARD / +971 4 299 4464 / WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/DUBAI/FBO / DUBAI INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, P.O. BOX 84933,
DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES 00971

Avjet Asia-SGBAC (RKSS)
•C
 onveniently located just 16km from the heart of Seoul, our FBO makes it the perfect point to easily access the city.
•A
 vjet Asia’s base, at Gimpo Airport (RKSS), is the central link between Asia & North
America.
•O
 ur premium full-service facilities are just like those found in North America &
Europe.

AVJET ASIA / KEN KIM / +82 2 6732 8899 / WWW.AVJET.KR / SGBAC 2ND FLOOR, GIMPO
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, 38 HANEUL-GIL, GANSEO-GU, SEOUL, SOUTH KOREA 07505
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DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Asia-Pacific & Middle East

Hawker Pacific - Singapore (WSSL)
• Singapore, one of the world’s greatest cities, is now over 52 years old. The business capital
and gateway to Asia is a thriving bustling city, not to be missed on your trip to Australia.
• Hawker Pacific’s Singapore FBO provides VIP ground handling in both Seletar and
Changi Airports. At Seletar Airport, Hawker Pacific’s large hangar and luxury FBO is well
situated for easy access to the city and other destinations in Asia.
• The Seletar FBO provides a world class facility, with luxury lounges, hangars available, VIP
ground handling, customs/immigration and quarantine clearance and communication
facilities to suit business and leisure travel needs. Superb crew facilities.
HAWKER PACIFIC - SINGAPORE / KAVI NADARAJAH / +65 6681 7965 /
WWW.HAWKERPACIFIC.COM / HAWKER PACIFIC FLIGHT CENTRE, 720 WEST CAMP ROAD,
SELETAR AEROSPACE PARK, SINGAPORE 797520

Hawker Pacific - Brisbane (YBBN)
• Brisbane, the capital of Queensland “beautiful one day, perfect the next.” Located 30
minutes from the city centre and only a few hours drive from the beautiful Sunshine
Coast and Gold Coast, home for the 2018 Commonwealth Games.
•Hawker Pacific’s Brisbane FBO provides two world class facilities, with luxury lounge,
hangars available, VIP ground handling, on-site customs/immigration and quarantine
clearance and communication facilities to suit business and leisure travel needs.
• Our FBO location on the field provides easy access to the domestic and international
terminals.
HAWKER PACIFIC – BRISBANE / RUTH BECK / +61 7 3270 2080 / WWW.HAWKERPACIFIC.COM /
5-7 BORONIA ROAD, BRISBANE AIRPORT, BRISBANE, QLD, AUSTRALIA 4007.

Hawker Pacific - Cairns (YBCS)
• Cairns, the “gateway to the tropical north,” home to the Great Barrier Reef and Daintree
Rainforest. Relax and enjoy the beautiful beaches and amazing diving in the Great
Barrier Reef.
• Hawker Pacific’s Cairns FBO provides VIP ground handling through the domestic and international terminals with access to the aircraft stairs via private luxury vehicle. Crew facilities
available at the large Hawker Pacific hangar with full communication facilities available.
• Easy access to the domestic and international terminals. Cairns International Airport located
just 10 minutes from the city centre is a convenient option with no traffic to contend with.
HAWKER PACIFIC – CAIRNS / AL ZAJAC / +61 7 4030 1859 / WWW.HAWKERPACIFIC.COM /
149 TOM MCDONALD DRIVE, CAIRNS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, CAIRNS, QLD, AUSTRALIA 4870.

Hawker Pacific - Perth (YPPH)
• Perth, the city where “nature and urban life exist in harmony,” beautiful white soft sand
beaches, wineries and vast expanses of open land make Perth an appealing destination.
Easy access to the city, only 30 minutes from the airport.
• Hawker Pacific’s Perth FBO provides a world class facility, with luxury lounge, hangars
available, VIP ground handling, on-site customs/immigration and quarantine clearance
and communication facilities to suit business and leisure travel needs.
• This FBO hosts superb crew facilities for the discerning operators.
HAWKER PACIFIC – PERTH / ADRIAN BRUSSOLO / +61 8 9475 7700 / WWW.HAWKERPACIFIC.COM /
145 FAUNTLEROY AVE, PERTH AIRPORT, PERTH, WA, AUSTRALIA 6105.
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DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Asia-Pacific & Middle East

Hawker Pacific - Sydney (YSSY)
• With the iconic Opera House and Harbour Bridge, Sydney is the business
capital of Australia. The airport is located just 9 km from the city centre.
• Hawker Pacific’s commitment to world class, on-demand aviation services
is supported by the largest network of Fixed Base Operations (FBOs) across
Asia and Australia – with Sydney as its masterpiece.
• The Sydney FBO, recently refurbished, provides a fully serviced luxury
lounge, VIP ground handling, on-site customs/immigration and quarantine clearance and communication facilities to suit business and leisure
travel needs.
HAWKER PACIFIC – SYDNEY / CHRISTIAN WILLIS / +61 2 9708 8775 /
WWW.HAWKERPACIFIC.COM / 390 ROSS SMITH AVE, SYDNEY, NSW,
AUSTRALIA 2020.

Deer Jet - Changsha (ZGHA)
• Located at the Changsha Huanghua
International Airport, which serves the
Changsha, Hunan province.
• Services include business jet supervision
and coordination, communication and
stowage, passenger services, luggage loading,
unloading and transportation, aircraft
ground support and cleaning services.
• Changsha FBO will become the first among
all Deer Jet FBOs with its own business
jet terminal.
DEER JET - CHANGSHA / ZIPENG LI /
+86 0731 84766601 / EN.DEERJET.COM / 1 UNIT
401, 4 BUILDING, NO. 269, 3 SUB RENT, GUIHUA ROAD,
YUHUA DISTRICT CHANGSHA, CHINA 410007

Deer Jet - Guilin Branch of Guangxi (ZGKL)
• Located at the Guilin Liangjiang International Airport, the airport serving the city
of Guilin in Guangxi Zhuang Autonomous
Region, China.
• Guilin FBO has three VIP rooms decorated with Chinese and Western style.
• Guangxi FBO is committed to establishing Guangxi as a corporate aircraft
gateway of southeast Asia.

DEER JET - GUILIN BRANCH OF GUANGXI /
JUN ZHAO / +86 0771.2845266 / EN.DEERJET.
COM / GUILIN/LIANGJIANG AIRPORT, COMMON AREA , GUILIN, CHINA 541106
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Operating ‘Down Under’ With
Experience that is Over the Top

Hawker Pacific - Singapore - WSSL
The Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum
fugit dolupis dolore pore doluptatem que plit litio tem

Hawker Pacific - Cairns, Australia - YBCS
The Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum fugit dolupis dolore pore doluptatem que plit litio tem

A

ustralia is a land of diversity, extremities and
sights unseen anywhere else in this world.
Rich in legends from the history of storytelling,
sacred aboriginal tales serve to share the history
of this great country, as well as the unique cultures and traditions of the people that inhabit this
rugged and diverse society. Down under, Australia
continues to amaze tourists and global wanderers
who come to take in these rare sights and flavors,
brave the geography, and experience the unique
culture.
As the world’s smallest continent and largest
island, Australia is nearly the size as the United
States with the most diverse wildlife on the planet. As a comparison, the United States population
stands at approximately 326 million while Australia’s population is a mere 24 million, for the comparable land mass.
With dramatic cultural and geographic contrast and breathtaking beauty there are more destinations in Australia than most can take in on a
single journey. Along the coast there are vibrant
multicultural cities, vast sand islands, ancient rainforests, and of course the Great Barrier Reef. As
you venture to the centre of the continent you’ll
experience the Outback. With rugged national
parks and deserts, you’ll enjoy the journey as well

as the destination.
Similarly, unique in its heritage and history,
Hawker Pacific was formed in 1978 as the commercial arm of Hawker de Havilland, and is now
an independent aviation sales and services organization spanning Australia, Asia and the Middle
East. Since its early beginnings the company has
amassed considerable experience throughout the
region, operating in diverse markets and providing
technical expertise and customer focus in these
developing markets. During this time, the company has grown dramatically in terms of geographic coverage, portfolio of services, and support to
other aircraft families.
Hawker Pacific stands ready to serve anyone
traveling to this great continent and the Asia-Pacific region for both business and pleasure. Operating the largest network of FBOs and VIP lounges
across the region, Hawker Pacific is known for its
world-class facilities and is unmatched in its aviation solutions. With seven locations across the
region, the company has evolved into the go-to
choice for FBO and VIP handling. Its facilities are
in Shanghai (Pudong and Hongqiao airports), Singapore, Sydney, Brisbane, Cairns and Perth.
For those looking to travel with ease, Hawker Pacific’s FBO facilities allow for an effortless
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experience. “Hawker Pacific provides first-class
and experienced FBO ground handling with fast,
seamless customer service delivery to passengers and crew, upon arrival and departure,” says
Hawker Pacific Vice President FBO, Graham
Owen. “This includes meet and greet, customs
and quarantine clearances, VIP vehicle transfers
and lounge access, trip planning, and scheduling
to any port in the region, as well as fuel provision,
security and full ground handling services.” While
travelers and crew relax and take advantage of the
five-star amenities, including 24-hour staff, the aircraft is prepped for its next journey. As the premier
provider in the region, Hawker Pacific prides itself
on its “experience, customer service and attention
to detail,” said Owen.
“Hawker Pacific’s dedication to first class
service, facilities and standards was a key factor
in their decision to join Air Elite in 2017. Air Elite
prides itself on only accepting the best of the best
and Hawker Pacific was a perfect addition to the
network. At all of its locations, Hawker Pacific offers efficient servicing and full ground-handling
services to minimize delays in quick turning aircraft, and provides the best possible service for
both crews and passengers,” said Dion Xavier,
Director Business Aviation Sales.
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Hawker Pacific - Perth, Australia - YPPH

Hawker Pacific - Sydney, Australia - YSSY

The Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum fugit dolupis dolore
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In Australia, the company’s FBOs have one
of the most seasoned teams, with years of experience. The Sydney location has been recognized
for its experience and outstanding customer service, rated one of the top 15 FBOs in Europe, the
Middle East, Africa and the Asia Pacific, in AIN’s
annual FBO Survey since the 2014/2015 survey.
Across the region, Hawker Pacific’s facilities
have seen success. Its Shanghai locations saw
an increased amount of business aviation activity,
with the Pudong airport (PVG) location now offering customs, immigration and quarantine (CIQ)
services. Hawker Pacific’s Shanghai Hongqiao
(SHA) location is also home to one of Asia’s largest business aviation events — ABACE, where the
exhibition has been held for several years.
Graham explains, “As our region has seen
growth in the number of large corporate jets coming into the marketplace, the number of aircraft
movements across the region has grown as well.”
With this, Hawker Pacific has positioned itself to
take advantage of the growth in movements and
the larger, long-range aircraft now visiting the region. Continued dedication to a high-quality service is the key element to the success of Hawker
Pacific’s FBOs. In the coming years, Hawker Pacific will continue to expand where the demand
and traffic support the business.
As the leading provider of integrated aviation
solutions across the Asia-Pacific and Middle East
regions, Hawker Pacific offers more than just first
class FBO support. Recognizing that every customer has individual requirements, the company
has evolved to specialize in the most important aspects of aviation: sales, support, supplies, aircraft
management and associated services.
Hawker Pacific can tailor an aviation solution to every customer. As an authorized dealer

for Beechcraft, Cessna and Bell Helicopter in selected markets across the Asia-Pacific and Middle East regions, Hawker Pacific supplies specialty aircraft for customers in all industry sectors
and for all mission segments. In the pre-owned
market, an experienced sales team actively brokers, trades and acquires pre-owned aircraft on a
global scale.
Maintenance, modification and support services for all business and general aviation fixedwing aircraft are also available. This is enhanced

Hawker Pacific - Brisbane, Australia - YBBN
The Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum
fugit dolupis dolore pore doluptatem que plit litio tem

by long-term manufacturer relationships with
Hawker Beechcraft, Bombardier, Cessna, Dassault Falcon Jet, Bell Helicopter and Diamond Aircraft to name a few. Hawker Pacific offers a vast
range of spares, avionics, components and specialist equipment for most major aircraft.
Aircraft management services, another
offering in the Hawker Pacific portfolio, helps
free owners and operators from time consuming management responsibilities associated
with aircraft operations. Hawker Pacific’s team
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monitors utilization and maintenance planning
functions, provides professional oversight of
maintenance, reviews airworthiness directives
and OEM service bulletins, as well as a range of
other services to simplify the process of owning
and operating an aircraft.
Maintaining close relations with all of its
customers and paying attention to every detail,
Hawker Pacific has built a leading reputation in
its markets for service, while helping shape the
growth of the company’s portfolio to provide
new services that answer customer requirements. A true differentiator for Hawker Pacific
is their people. Similarly to the Australia region,
the people that support all of Hawker Pacific’s
FBO operations are humble, genuine and inherently dedicated to the customers they serve every day. This is something that you’ll find from
Sydney to Singapore, Perth to Shanghai, and all
other operations between.
The one thing found consistently throughout
Australia is the laidback feel and friendly people
who exemplify humility and humor as their standard. If you’ve always wanted to visit Australia,
you should be sure to make it a bucket list destination, no matter the distance or the time to
travel. You’ll be glad you made the trek to this
continent of grandeur landscapes and down-toearth people. Much like Australia, Hawker Pacific
has a deep rooted history which contributes to
their commitment to true service and continuous
development of their diverse aviation suite of services. The spirit of Australia is alive and well in
the humility and the commitment of the people
who define Hawker Pacific. This team will continue to serve their customers daily with humor and
dedication while drawing from their rich experience and attention to detail.
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DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Asia-Pacific & Middle East

Deer Jet – Guangxi in Nanning (ZGNN)
•L
 ocated at the Nanning Wuxu Airport, an airport
serving Nanning, the capital of Guangxi Autonomous
Region, China.
• Guangxi FBO will extend to passengers who travel by
corporate aircraft professional ground and passenger
services.
• The design of the VIP building combines the local style
of Guangxi with a contemporary influence.

DEER JET - GUANGXI IN NANNING / JUN ZHAO /
+86 0771 2095151 / EN.DEERJET.COM / THE VIP FLOOR,
TERMINAL 1 BUSINESS JET TERMINAL, NANNING WUXU
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, NANNING, CHINA 530012

Deer Jet - Shenzhen (ZGSZ)
• Located at the Shenzhen Bao’an International Airport in
Shenzhen, China
• Provides business jet supervision and coordination,
communication and stowage, passenger services,
luggage loading and unloading, transportation, aircraft
ground support and cleaning services.
• Committed to providing 24 hour complete ground handling services to its high-end, and exclusive clientele.
DEER JET - SHENZHEN / WENQIANG BU / +86 0755 23453622 /
EN.DEERJET.COM / THE THIRD FLOOR, CONSTRUCTION
BANK BUILDING, NO. 26, THE THIRD TERMINAL ROAD,
BAO’AN DISTRICT SHENZHEN, CHINA 518128

Deer Jet - Haikou (ZJHK)
• Located at the Haikou Meilan International Airport near
Haikou, China, Deer Jet is IS-BAH Registered.
• Deer Jet’s Haikou FBO provides inbound and outbound
customers with 24/7 seamless professional services
including ground services for the flight crew and
passengers.
• The No.2 VIP building and the new international terminal
provides guiding service, exclusive pathways for security
checks and CIQ and VIP lounges.

DEER JET - HAIKOU / XIANG WU /+86 0898 65771677 /
EN.DEERJET.COM / SECOND BUSINESS AVIATION VIP
LOUNGE, HAIKOU MEILAN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT /
QIONGSHAN, CHINA 571126Z
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Air Elite Diamond Service Locations
Continue to Create Facilities that Wow
E

ach Air Elite Network FBO or “Diamond Service Location” must meet or exceed specific
facility and customer service standards to become
a member. The FBO members must also maintain
these high-level standards to remain compliant
and in good standing within the network. On-site
audits ensure all network requirements are met.
When asked what it meant to receive an invitation
to join this exclusive network, Ken Kim from Avjet Asia said, “Avjet Asia was honored to join this
unique group of FBOs from around the globe. It
gives us a sense of pride that we were recognized
for what we are, which is a first-rate one-stop FBO
facility. We were pleased to be added as another
key location to the Air Elite Network.”
Avjet Asia, the first and only FBO in South
Korea, is dedicated to offering their customers a
unique and consistent experience. The team at
Avjet Asia spent considerable time and research
to learn what they would need to build and deliver
to their customers in order to differentiate themselves in this growing South Korea market. Based
at Seoul’s Gimpo International Airport (RKSS), the
FBO opened in 2016 and was designed exclusively for the business traveler. Their facilities include
not only the FBO but also their own hangar and a
range of business jet dedicated equipment. The
facilities, named SGBAC (Seoul Gimpo Business
Aviation Centre), are jointly run by the Korea Airports Corporation (KAC) and Avjet Asia. The 2,383
m2 executive terminal, with on-site Customs Immigration & Quarantine (CIQ), allows for a quick,
10-minute clearance. The terminal houses VIP
lounges, as well as a crew lounge. Their new 5,130
m2 hangar can accommodate six G550s, offering
their customers safe and secure hangar space, as
well as protection from the elements.
Although Avjet Asia has only been open for
about two years and they do not have any direct
competitors in the area, they have been committed from the start to offer only the finest in
facilities, service, and products. Ken Kim, Avjet
Asia’s vice president, shares, “FBO customers
will experience VIP treatment at every stage of
their visit with Avjet.” The FBO’s unique location,
passion for elevated service levels, and mission to
promote business aviation in South Korea make
it easy to see why they decided to join Air Elite’s
global network of uniquely exceptional, independent FBOs.

Avjet Asia-SGBAC - Seoul, South Korea - RKSS
The Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum fugit dolupis dolore pore doluptatem que plit litio tem facea
omnis quo omni dero totas intorecabo.

Similar to the rest of Asia, business aviation
has been slow to take off in South Korea. However, the arrival of flights from around the world is
slowly exposing the many benefits of utilizing this
efficient form of transportation. Avjet Asia hopes
to be in the middle of the growth story of business
jet usage in South Korea. One of their missions is

Avjet Asia-SGBAC Seoul, South Korea - RKSS
The Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum
fugit dolupis dolore pore doluptatem que plit litio tem

to promote business aviation locally. In addition
to this, they are confident that their ideal location,
centrally located between North America and
Central Asia, will see more operators choosing
South Korea as a key technical stop location for
flights between the two regions.
Not only does Avjet have their own ground
support and maintenance teams to ensure all operations go smoothly at RKSS Airport, but they

A WORLD OF AIR ELITE

also assist customers at the country’s other airports, as well. At other airports around South Korea, they use trusted partners, while ensuring one
of their Flight Support Team members is always
present to manage every aspect of the process.
Avjet Asia is the only business jet handler with approval from customs at all airports, allowing them
to load and unload cabin items, such as catering.
RKSS has played an important role in the
history of aviation in Korea. Originally known as
Kimpo Airport, it was used as an airfield during the
Korean War. In 1958 it was designated as Seoul’s
first international airport and soon became the
main airport for the entire country. It grew quickly
and was the gateway for many visitors during the
1988 Summer Olympics. The opening of Incheon
International Airport (RKSI) has created a great
opportunity for business jets at RKSS. With low
congestion, plentiful parking stands, and its close
proximity to downtown, Avjet Asia will be part of a
new chapter in the airport’s history.
There are many factors pointing to a bright
future for business aviation in South Korea and
Avjet Asia will continue to be a leader and staple
in this industry. The Air Elite Network is honored
to have Avjet Asia as a member and encourages
anyone traveling to this region to visit their facility and experience the Diamond Difference – with
their well-appointed facilities and highly trained,
dedicated service team.
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Your World at Your Fingertips

The Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum fugit dolupis dolore pore doluptatem que plit litio tem facea sam ipicid untest, sitatur ectibusa qui rerum recusda
dolorem porecto ex eaquis res sum remquia cuptae si omnis quo omni dero totas intorecabo.

W

ith technology becoming ingrained into
every aspect of our lives, we have a higher level of access to information and services
than ever before. Apps such as UBER®, SPOTIFY®, and LinkedIn® have made tasks like waving down a cab in the rain, lumbering through
department stores for the latest CDs, and scanning the classifieds for job opportunities seem
archaic. Efficiency and convenience are the
bedrock of these apps, and with more than 2
million apps currently available in the market
place, our lives will continue to become increasingly dependent on the efficiencies provided by
technology.
With so many apps starting to saturate mar-

kets, evolution is the key to success. A historical
example: Facebook was created in 2004 to initially serve as a networking site for students of
Harvard University. As of June 2017, the social
media platform had over 2 billion active users
per month and serves a multitude of purposes
outside of networking – all being a direct result
of the strategic evolution of their practices.
The aviation industry is no stranger to the
evolution of technology and the two continue to
become increasingly integrated and cohesive
with one another. The myWorld app, which will
be released in the first half of 2018, will be free to
all World Fuel Services customers and will provide a new level of efficiency, safety and conve-

A WORLD OF AIR ELITE

nience to pilots and flight departments. The myWorld app consolidates flight planning, trip and
fuel applications into a single platform, allowing
greater control to streamline flight paths and in
turn, reduce trip complexity and cost. Backed
by World Fuel Services’ 24/7 operations team,
myWorld equips pilots, schedulers, and dispatchers with a full set of online tools and an
all-access pass to aviation information that is
unmatched in the industry.
Seattle Avionics, an industry leader, has
partnered with myWorld to integrate approximately 30,000 charts for 51 countries outside of
North America, plus over 12,000 in North America, as well as 4,500 hand-drawn U.S. airport
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Utemporerovid quae odionse voluptas verum fugit
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diagrams. VP of Global Trip Support for World
Fuel Services, Jeff Briand said, “By integrating
SA’s ChartData in the app, we are making it
easy for users to understand their options with
real-time weather and approach plates.”
SkyVector, known for their enroute aeronautical charts, is another industry expert and
app contributor. These charts, seamlessly
stitched together, move when viewed from the
cockpit. They cover all global airspaces and are
updated every 28 days to ensure accuracy in
all aeronautical data. Other key contributors to
the myWorld app include, Aircraft Performance
Group, NavBlue, Mapbox, PDFTron, Avfinity,
and IBM, The Weather Company - an IBM Business .
IBM’s partnership with World Fuel Services
assisted in the development of a modern user
interface (UI) for myWorld. By utilizing IBM’s
Design Thinking Process and Interactive Experience, the app was created with a unique design
approach that is heavily dependent on continual
pilot input regarding the app’s UI and function-

ality. The shared development method
is key in providing app capabilities that
enable “self-service” across the flight
planning process for an unmatched
user experience. This app and the functionality within it is being developed
with not only the pilots in mind, but the
entire flight department as well.
Because the features and content
from these contributors has been built
directly into the myWorld app, this information is available without a data
connection. From flight planning and
weather briefing, to weight and balance
calculations and ordering fuel, pilots will
be able to access everything they need
all in one place - even while in flight.
To demo the myWorld app and
learn more about its features, visit World Fuel Services in row 1400 at
NBAA’s 2018 Schedulers & Dispatchers
Conference in Long Beach, CA, February 6-8, 2018.
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DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Asia-Pacific & Middle East

Deer Jet - Sanya (ZJSY)
• Located at Sanya Phoenix International Airport in Hainan,
China, Deer Jet is IS-BAH Registered.
• Committed to providing professional ground services to
both inbound and outbound flights from Sanya Phoenix
International Airport.
• Our FBO offers 24/7 efficient and seamless on-call
services to satisfy customers’ demands, including city
traffic, customs clearance and airport entry/exit.

DEER JET - SANYA / KUN QU / +86 0898 88287377 /
EN.DEERJET.COM / BUSINESS JET TERMINAL BUILDING,
SANYA PHOENIX INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, HAINAN,
CHINA 572023

Deer Jet - Xi’an (ZLXY)
• Located at the Xi’an Xianyang International Airport in the
northwest region of China.
• Providing efficient and seamless services for high-end
customers 24 hours a day and seven days a week.
• Provides professional ground handling service, route
maintenance, business jet supervision and coordination,
communication and stowage, customer service, aircraft
cleaning, and aircraft service.

DEER JET - XI’AN / JIANHANG LI / +86 029 32067605 /
EN.DEERJET.COM / EAST RODE NO. 3, XI’AN XIANYANG
INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, XI’AN, CHINA 712000

Deer Jet - Hangzhou (ZSHC)
• Located at the Hangzhou Xiaoshan International Airport serving Hangzhou, China.
• Comprehensive business aircraft ground
handling services, business aircraft operations and services, VIP services, aircraft
cleaning, catering, CAO agents, car
rentals, and hotel extension services.
• Professional business aircraft ground
handling service company.

DEER JET - HANGZHOU / XIAOJING CHEN /
+86 0571 83837383 / EN.DEERJET.COM /
ROOM 401, C BLOCK, HUA SHENGDA BUILDING, HANGZHOU XIAOSHAN INTERNATIONAL
AIRPORT, HANGZHOU, CHINA 311207

A WORLD OF AIR ELITE
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China’s AG600, World’s Largest Amphibian, Flies
by Chen Chuanren

The world’s largest amphibian aircraft, the

Official sources cite the AG600 as suitable for

AG600 “Kunlong,” flew for the first time on De- responding to civic emergencies, such as forest
cember 24, taking off from Zhuhai Jinwan Air- fires and maritime emergencies. For firefighting
port at 9:40 a.m. local time. The flight lasted duties, the aircraft can take in its maximum payabout an hour. Developed by the state-owned load of 12 tonnes of water in 20 seconds and a
Aviation Industry Corporation of China (Avic), single cast can cover up to 43,055 sq ft (4,000
the aircraft underwent a series of high-speed sq m). Avic reports orders for 17 aircraft from a
number of Chinese government agencies.

taxi tests days earlier.
The aircraft has a maximum takeoff weight of

Chinese media revealed that the Chinese

approximately 117,700 pounds (53.6 tonnes) and maritime rescue capabilities are lacking, with
is about 11 percent larger than the Shinmaywa effectiveness dwindling 500 km seawards. The
US-1A and more than twice the size of the Cana- AG600 has a range of 2,430 nm (4,500 km), 12
dair CL-215. The Chinese media calls it one of the hours’ endurance, and capacity for 50 passennation’s aviation industry’s “Big Three’’ indepen- gers and can conduct sea rescue at Sea State 3,
dent large aircraft projects, along with the Y-20 with maximum wave height of two meters.
military transport aircraft and the Comac C919

If militarized, the AG600 could mirror the SH-5

narrowbody airliner. More than 150 companies capabilities. The People’s Liberation Army Naval
and 10 universities across 20 cities in China were Air Force could use it as a transport aircraft for
involved in the project, with 98 percent of com- areas that lack airfield infrastructure or modify it
ponents and 95 percent of avionics developed as an airborne early warning and antisubmarine
and manufactured locally, Avic reported.

platform, a capability currently lacking in its car-

The AG600 test pilots have logged more than rier air wing. Aircraft chief designer Huang Ling2,000 hours on the Harbin SH-5, also a domesti- cai told CCTV that the “aircraft can make round
cally developed seaplane, and have received three trips from the southern island province of Hainan
months of training in Canada. Sea trials will begin to James Shoal [in the South China Sea] without
next summer, starting from a calmer inland lake.

needing to refuel.”

Reprinted with kind permission from AIN.
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Millennials Changing
the Face of Business
Aviation
by Chad Trautvetter

Enroll today.
+1 888 448 8982
info@flybuysrewards.com
flybuysrewards.com

The MOST Points.
The MOST Places.
The FlyBuys™ Rewards program allows you to
automatically accrue points on your aviation spend.
Earn elevated points at World Fuel Services Network

“Business aviation needs to address the
growth of Millennials’ impact on the market,” Embraer Executive Jets president and
CEO Michael Amalfitano said last week at
the Corporate Jet Investor Miami conference. This generation, he noted, is spawning a new ecosystem—“business aviation
as a service.”
While business aviation users span four
generations, Amalfitano pointed out that
jet owners are mostly Baby Boomers and
Generation Xers. “However, we have seen
a shift from ownership to access, since the
1960s,” he said, adding that this trend is accelerating as Millennials enter the workforce
and thus become potential business aviation users.
According to Amalfitano, Millennials
prefer to buy services rather than products.
“They want experiences,” he said, “and
will make price-driven decisions based on
an experience desire.” This generation’s
heavy use of digital technology means this
is a requirement for any business-aviation-as-a-service offering, he stressed.
Across the generations, business aviation users are more informed than ever and
“want more unique choices, more customization, more personalization and an overall higher level of service,” Amalfitano said.
He noted that the industry is meeting this
demand with help from charter broker apps
such as Victor and Avinode; and from business-aviation-as-a-service providers that
include Surf Air, JetSuite and Wheels Up.

FBOs and doubled rewards at Air Elite Diamond
Service locations.

Reprinted with kind permission from AIN.
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DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Europe & Africa

Business Aviation Centre - Frankfurt (EDDF)
• The Business Aviation Centre Frankfurt is located at Germany’s largest
airport and is only 7.5 miles southwest of central Frankfurt.
• The fully equipped crew and VIP lounges includes complimentary
refreshments, free wifi, wine, beer or champagne. The on-site Customs/
Immigration and security facilities provide for a seamless travel experience on arrival or departure.
• BACF offers the arrangement of a Board-to-Board service between
business jets and commercial flights at the main terminal for both inand outbound rotations.
BUSINESS AVIATION CENTRE -FRANKFURT (BACF) / MARCEL HELLMANN /
+49 69 690 29534 / WWW.BAC-FRANKFURT.COM / KURZ AVIATION SERVICE GMBH,
GEB: 514 (GAT), FRANKFURT, GERMANY 60547

Business Aviation Centre - Cologne (EDDK)
• We are the owner and operator of the
General Aviation Terminal which makes us
the only FBO on site where you receive all
services first hand.
• Enjoy the hospitality of our friendly staff
and the comfort of our VIP and crew
lounges.
• 24/7 full customs/immigration capabilities as well as crew and passenger
screening in-house.
BUSINESS AVIATION CENTRE - COLOGNE
(BACC) / DIRK LAUFENBERG / +49 2203 959990 /
WWW.BAC-COLOGNE.COM / HEINRICH-STEINMANN-STR. 2A COLOGNE, GERMANY 51147 KOLN

Jet Aviation - Düsseldorf (EDDL)
• Jet Aviation Düsseldorf was established in 1975 as the
company’s first permanent foreign operation.
• The in-house immigration and customs services make
your journey on and off the tarmac fast and easy and our
staff can arrange transportation and hotel
accommodations.
• From our accommodating staff, to our modern facility,
you will find everything you need to make your journey
pleasant and efficient.

JET AVIATION - DÜSSELDORF / MARK VOSS /
+49 211 454 970 / WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/DUSSELDORF /
FLUGHAFEN DÜSSELDORF, FLUGHAFENSTRASSE 50 DÜSSELDORF, GERMANY 40474

A WORLD OF AIR ELITE
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DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Europe & Africa

Harrods Aviation, London Luton (EGGW)
• Harrods Aviation’s passenger handling operation at Luton is located
off the new major access roads into the airport, making it fully and
easily accessible.
• Situated off the delta taxiway, adjacent to our hangars with our own
gate access airside and away from onlookers, your privacy is assured
at our site.
• Dependent on the security restrictions of the departing flight, passenger set-down at the aircraft is possible without transiting our lounge
facilities.

HARRODS AVIATION, LONDON LUTON / PAUL NORTON / +44 1582 589 317 /
WWW.HARRODSAVIATION.COM / PRESIDENT WAY, LUTON AIRPORT,
LONDON, UK LU2 9NW

Harrods Aviation, London Stansted (EGSS)
• Harrods Aviation’s full service FBO facility at London
Stansted is situated on the north side of the airport in the
easily accessible Business Centre, away from the bustle
and congestion of the main terminal complex.
• Ample parking facilities are provided and passenger
and crew drop off can easily be made right outside the
building.
• Dependent on the security restrictions of the departing
flight, passenger set-down at the aircraft is possible
without transiting our facilities.

HARRODS AVIATION, LONDON STANSTED / WILL HOLROYD /
+44 1279 665 300 / WWW.HARRODSAVIATION.COM / FIRST
AVENUE, STANSTED AIRPORT, LONDON, UK CM24 1QQ

Q Aviation (EINN)
• Based in Shannon International Airport, Ireland, is the
most westerly point in Europe when in route to the States.
• Our airside facilities offer crew shower facilities, restrooms, passenger lounge and operations room. Q
Aviation is a leader in concierge and with over 10 year’s
experience.
• The only US pre-clearance and Customs clearance
outside of the Americas. In as little as 45 minutes we can
have you refueled and cleared to continue your flight into
the United States as a domestic flight.
Q AVIATION / BRENDAN MCQUAID / +353 0 61 712195 /
WWW.QAFBO.COM / SHANNON INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,
CO CLARE, SHANNON, IRELAND

DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Europe & Africa

Grafair Jet Center (ESSB)
• Grafair Jet Center is the sole Swedish
business aviation terminal (FBO), brimming
with the skills and overall quality only years
of experience can create.
• European Business Air News (EBAN) designated Grafair Jet Center the best FBO in
Europe, Russia, the Middle East and Africa
in 2014.
• Grafair Jet Center provides services at
the highest international standard.
GRAFAIR JET CENTER / JOHAN EMMOTH /
+46 8 98 26 00 / WWW.GRAFAIR.SE/EN/SERVICES/GRAFAIR-JET-CENTER/ STOCKHOLM
CITY AIRPORT 1, 168 67, BROMMA, SWEDEN

Fireblade Aviation (FAOR)
• Located at the O.R. Tambo International Airport in
Johannesburg, South Africa.
• Facilities include VIP suites, day bedrooms, meeting
rooms, spa, gym, showers, bistro, secure parking,
internet and luggage storage.
• Full service FBO including VIP ground handling,
concierge driver service, hangar parking, line
maintenance, full GSE, catering and amenities.
FIREBLADE AVIATION / BJORN ISCHNER / +27 10 595 3920 /
WWW.FIREBLADEAVIATION.COM / DENEL PRECINCT,
ASTRO PARK, ATLAS ROAD, BONERO PARK
JOHANNESBURG, SOUTH AFRICA 1627

YU Lounge - Mauritius (FIMP)
• Adjacent to the SSR International Airport in Mauritius,
our arrival and departure lounges offer the very best in
unobtrusive services and comfort for discerning travelers on commercial airliners or private jets in search of
exclusivity.
• The team brings to you a wealth of experience and
knowledge; they are the cornerstones to YU Lounge’s
five-star status.
• Our facility is comprised of a fully equipped meeting
room, dedicated secretarial services, complimentary
Wi-Fi access, device charging facilities and gourmet
catering services.
YU LOUNGE - MAURITIUS / VEGA CHELLUM / +230 603 6666 /
WWW.YULOUNGE.COM / SSR INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,
PLAINE MAGNIEN, PLAINE MAGNIEN, MAURITIUS

A WORLD OF AIR ELITE
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Skylink Services (LCLK)
• The only FBO facility located at Larnaca International
Airport in Cyprus.
• We are the preferred choice for most VIPs, celebrities and
business persons traveling to or through Cyprus.
• This facility is the only one of its kind in Cyprus and is
dedicated to providing a stress-free, enjoyable experience
for passengers and crew, as well as consistently providing
the aircraft handling services that clients have become
accustomed to.

SKYLINK SERVICES / GEORGE MAVROS / +357 24 84 09 00 /
WWW.SKYLINK.COM.CY / LARNACA INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, P.O. BOX 43012, LARNACA, CYPRUS 6650

Dassault Falcon Service (LFPB)
• Located at Paris Le Bourget Airport, DFS Service Center is a subsidiary of Dassault Aviation and member of the Dassault Aircraft Services
network.
• DFS also supplies a special ramp service with a unique team in
Europe, ready to support you at Paris Le Bourget airport or anywhere
your aircraft is grounded.
• DFS activities include FBO services during your stopover at Paris Le
Bourget Airport as well as aircraft management and executive flights.

DASSAULT FALCON SERVICE / BERTRAND D’YVOIRE / +33 1 49 34 20 28 /
WWW.DASSAULTFALCONSERVICE.COM / AÉROPORT DU BOURGET ZONE D’AVIATION D’AFFAIRES, 53-55 AVENUE DE L’EUROPE PARIS - LE
BOURGET CEDEX , FRANCE CS 70003 93352

Sky Services - Milan (LIML)
• Located at the Linate Airport, which is the secondary
international airport of Milan, the second-largest city
in Italy.
• Our staff provides high quality, safe and secure handling
services for any type of aircraft, thanks to specific, rigorous
and individual training programs and our top-notch ramp
equipment specified for general aviation aircraft.
• Our highest priority is to guarantee safety and security
for your aircraft. That’s why all ramp operations – marshalling, wing walking, refueling – are supervised and
executed by our thoroughly trained staff.

SKY SERVICES / CLEMENTE DE ROSA / +39 02 7020 8179 /
WWW.SKYSERVICES.IT / AEROPORTO DI MILANO LINATE,
VIALE DELL’AVIAZIONE, 65, MILAN, ITALY 20138
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Sky Services - Venice (LIPZ)
• Located at the Venice Marco Polo Airport in
Venice, Italy.
• Our staff offers a warm welcome to customers
providing all types of services including a VIP
lounge, snooze room, meeting room, VIP transportation, hotel accommodations, catering, etc.
• We have always considered comfort, safety
and privacy as “musts” that have to be
offered and guaranteed to our customers.
SKY SERVICES / IMMA LUCIGNANO /
+39 041 8627 070 / WWW.SKYSERVICES.IT /
AEROPORTO DI VENEZIA - MARCO POLO VIA
GALILEO GALILEI, 30/1, VENICE, ITALY 30173

Jet Aviation - Geneva (LSGG)
• Just three miles from Geneva downtown.
• Offers maintenance, refurbishment, complete line service, as well as exterior and
interior cleaning of aircraft.
• As a full service maintenance facility, we
offer repair and avionics support to private
and corporate operators as a manufacturer’s authorized warranty service center.

JET AVIATION - GENEVA /
EDGAR GUERRIERO / +41 58 158 18 11 /
WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/GENEVA/FBO /
P.O. BOX 456, GENEVA-AIRPORT GENEVA,
SWITZERLAND CH 1215

Jet Aviation - Zürich (LSZH)
• Our FBO makes moving through the airport not only fast, but also safe
and easy.
• With in-house immigration facilities, valet parking and transportation
assistance, Jet Aviation allows you to get from your aircraft to your
destination as quickly as possible, with minimum hassle.
• Inside our facility, you will find an executive lounge, wireless internet,
and close to 700 newspapers that can be printed at your request. For
the crew, there is a separate lounge, as well as weather and flight planning facilities.

JET AVIATION - ZÜRICH / JOÃO PEDRO PIRES MARTINS / +41 58 158 8466 /
WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/ZÜRICH / P.O. BOX 205, ZÜRICH AIRPORT ZÜRICH,
SWITZERLAND CH 8058
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Expect more from your
global trip support partner
Our all-encompassing package of services and technologies addresses the complexities
of today’s business aviation operations. Whether it’s a self-service short hop or a multidestination international journey, World Fuel | Colt Trip Support delivers thorough support for
every phase of flight.
Discover our service solutions at wfscorp.com/business-aviation
A WORLD OF AIR ELITE
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Personalized Customer Service | Experienced Global Staff | Better Tools, More Information

Contact our Trip Support
Specialists
+1 800 626 0577
+1 281 280 2200
tsops@wfscorp.com
wfscorp.com/business-aviation

DIAMOND SERVICE LOCATIONS Caribbean & Latin America

Jet Aviation - San Juan (TJSJ)
• Jet Aviation San Juan is the premier full service aviation FBO at Luis Muñoz Marín
International Airport.
• As the only FBO in Puerto Rico with a full service U.S. Customs terminal onsite, Jet
Aviation San Juan is the premier U.S. airport of entry within the Caribbean.
• Its new state-of-the-art installations offer the ultimate in luxury travel.

JET AVIATION - SAN JUAN / JOSE MALDONADO / +1 787 791 7005 / WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/
CONTENT/SAN-JUAN-FBO / SECTOR CENTRAL 226 EAST RAMP, LUIS MUNOZ MARIN INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, CAROLINA, PUERTO RICO 00906

YU Lounge - St. Kitts & Nevis (TKPK)
• Our facility is located adjacent to the existing main terminal building at
the RLB International Airport.
• Our lounges are designed to deliver seamless, efficient and customer
centered services to both commercial and private jet passengers.
• The YU Lounge concierges are the key to delivering you with that unique
personalized experience.
YU LOUNGE LTD. / VEGA CHELLUM / +1 869 466 8637 / WWW.YULOUNGE.COM
/ P.O. BOX 2516, RLB INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, FEDERATION OF ST. KITTS
& NEVIS

Jet Centre Curaçao (TNCC)
• We are separated, but yet adjacent, from the commercial terminal, and within 20 minutes from the historic downtown city centres called Punda and Otrobanda, listed on the
UNESCO World Heritage list.
• Our world class facility offers full service with premium amenities, including customs/immigration on site.
• For over 30 years, CATS and CUROIL has been providing high quality service 24/7
in every aspect of general aviation – No request is too much to handle!
JET CENTRE CURAÇAO / CLYRETTE BONIFACIO-MARTINEZ / +599 9 839 1520 / WWW.JETCENTRECURACAO.COM / PLAZA MARGARET ABRAHAM, HATO INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT,
WILLEMSTAD, CURAÇAO

Provo Air Center (MBPV)
• Featuring the world’s first drive-thru customs hall!
• Our facility has both a children’s lounge and a dog park, because
everybody is a guest.
• The only FBO in the area with a hard stand for aircraft up to B777
category.
PROVO AIR CENTER / DEBBY AHARON / +1 646 339 4101 /
WWW.PROVOAIRCENTER.COM / THE OLD AIRPORT ROAD AT SOUTH DOCK
ROAD, PROVIDENCIALES, TURKS AND CAICOS ISLANDS, TKCA 1ZZ
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Jet Aviation - Nassau (MYNN)
• Voted best FBO in the Caribbean for three
consecutive years by Pro Pilot magazine,
our Nassau location is part of our global
network of FBOs.
• From aircraft ground support to meeting
the individual requirements of passengers
and crew, we are at your service.
•It’s all part of Jet Aviation’s global network
of FBOs, delivering exceptional personal
service where you need us and when you
need us.

JET AVIATION - NASSAU / ALPHONSO BOWE &
FRANZ BOWE / +1 242 377 3355 /
WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/NASSAU / 1 CORAL
HARBOUR ROAD, NASSAU, THE BAHAMAS

FBO Aerocardal Limitada (SCEL)
• The only FBO in Chile with the capacity to deliver JP-A1
fuel in your wing from our own fuel farm and three trucks
placed in Santiago International Airport.
• Modern installations with meeting rooms for our clients, 24
hour services, and VIP showers.
• FBO Aerocardal coordinates charter flights overseas.

FBO AEROCARDAL LIMITADA / RICARDO REAL / +562 2377 7475 /
WWW.AEROCARDAL.COM / DIEGO BARROS ORTIZ, 2065,
AEROPUERTO ARTURO BENITO MERINO, SANTIAGO, CHILE

World-Way Aviation (SDCO)
• Conveniently located at the Sorocaba Executive Airport (SDCO), our
location makes World-Way Aviation the best gateway for business aviation
operators seeking to avoid the restrictions and inflexibility of Sao Paulo’s
downtown airports.
• By anticipating our customers’ needs and requests, we pledge to serve
with excellence in any situation in order to enhance your travel experience.
• Built to be the largest FBO facility in Brazil, World-Way Aviation is ready
to support the highest demands and expectations of the soaring Brazilian
private aviation market.
WORLD-WAY AVIATION / THIAGO YOU / +55 15 3500 7503 /
WWW.WWAVIATION.COM.BR / RUA JOAQUIM GREGORIO DE OLIVEIRA,
400 JARDIM NOGUEIRA-SOROCABA AIRPORT,
SOROCABA, BRAZIL 18065-385
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Ecuacentair (SEQM)
• Our FBO team provides superior, friendly service, and we work closely with
the Quito aviation community to help ensure a superb experience at Mariscal Sucre International Airport (UIO, SEQM) and in the Quito area.
• Ecuacentair’s experienced, professional aviation services team has specialized knowledge to support our business aviation clients’ needs, from
planning arrival in Quito through to departure.
• Ecuacentair eases the arrival of your business jet or corporate aircraft at
Mariscal Sucre International Airport (UIO, SEQM) with our reliable ramp
support services, including ground handling, shuttle service, and jet
refueling.
ECUACENTAIR / NATALIA SALAZAR / +59 322818 404 / WWW.ECUACENTAIR.COM /
TERMINAL DE AV. GENERAL AEROPUERTO MARISCAL SUCRE, QUITO,
ECUADOR

Caribbean Support & Flight Services (SKBQ)
• We provide a full range of ground handling services and
maintain a highly trained, experienced staff who are
provided with all of the necessary equipment for a truly
personalized service.
• We are headquartered at the Rafael Nunez International
Airport and we operate in locations throughout Colombia,
South America, Central America and the Caribbean.
• Come visit us . . . and you will get a free old town city tour
to discover the wonders of Cartagena de Indias.

CARIBBEAN SUPPORT & FLIGHT SERVICES / OSCAR CAMPOS /
+57 310 844 444 / WWW.CARIBBEANSUPPORTFS.COM /
AEROPUERTO INTERNACIONAL ERNESTO CORTIZOS, ZONA
DE CARGA - TERMINAL CSFS, BARRANQUILLA, COLOMBIA

St. Thomas Jet Center (TIST)
• This is Paradise on Earth. With cerulean
blue seas, comforting trade winds and
natural abundance under the surface or
on shore, St. Thomas and St. Thomas
Jet Center are a haven for all.
• We provide the most professional service
between yacht and jet.
• Quick turn-around service, rental cars, wireless internet and our comfortable lounge
area is ready for you and your passengers.
ST. THOMAS JET CENTER / MICHAEL &
SUSAN HANCOCK / +1 340 777 9177 /
WWW.STTJETCENTER.COM / 8102
LINDBERG DRIVE, ST. THOMAS, USVI 00802
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Against All Odds, San Juan’s FBOs Shine
by Curt Epstein

Category 5 Hurricane Irma affected much of the Caribbean in
the first half of September, but
Puerto Rico escaped the worst
of the 150 mph-plus winds.
While neighbors in St. Maarten,
St. Thomas, Barbuda and Anguilla suffered massive destruction, the U.S. territory became
a hub of relief and humanitarian efforts, exporting supplies to
those less fortunate. But a week
later the entire island found itself in the same situation, if not
worse, from Hurricane Maria,
which made a direct impact on
September 20.
A Category 4 storm at the
time of impact, it wiped out the
island’s aging power grid, leaving 3.4 million inhabitants in the
dark, and without electricity to
power water pumps, most were
left without running water. Also hit
hard was the Commonwealth’s
telecommunication system, with
virtually every cellphone transmission tower smashed.
As daylight broke over the
island, San Juan’s airports began to shake themselves off.
Jet Aviation, one of two service
providers at Luis Muñoz Marín
International Airport, found that
while a hangar was destroyed,

the glass-sheathed terminal, designed to resist major storms,
was unharmed. Like the rest of
the island, the airport was without power, but the FBO’s generators were fired up and the facility, along with the adjoining U.S.
Customs station, was up and
running within 16 hours of the
storm’s passing.
“We went from an electrical
economy to a diesel economy
overnight,” said Frances Ryan,
Jet Aviation San Juan’s marketing and communications director. The facility immediately became a linchpin in the relief and
humanitarian operations to the
island, handling 1,000 humanitarian flights through the middle
of October, and relying on water from underground cisterns
installed when the facility was
built. Airport Aviation Services,
the other FBO there, reopened
soon after the storm as well.
Tommy Hill, president of Million Air San Juan, which shares
the general aviation handling
duties at Fernando Luis Ribas
Dominicci Airport (commonly
known as Isla Grande) with Signature Flight Support, returned
from Miami, where he had evacuated a customer’s Gulfstream

G200, the morning after the
storm. He then received the aircraft owner’s blessing to begin
a series of round trips, ferrying
in needed supplies and carrying
out people in need. The Million
Air terminal and adjoining hangar are built of concrete and suffered no damage. Even a customer’s Learjet 45, grounded by
a bird ingestion before the storm
and forced to shelter in place,
was unharmed. A smaller conventional hangar suffered damage to one wall. Across the field,
Signature’s facility lost a hangar
and had the glass on the concrete terminal blown out front
and back, yet it too was soon
back in operation.
In the early aftermath of the
storm, flocks of business aircraft
began to arrive, bringing in loads
of crucial supplies. Dallas Mavericks owner Mark Cuban dispatched his 757 six times, delivering nearly one million pounds
of food, water, generators and
other goods to the Jet Aviation
FBO, assisted by Puerto Rico-born basketball player J.J.
Barea. Likewise, Houston-based
Waste Management dispatched
its Falcon 900EX with 3,000
pounds of medical supplies do-
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nated by hospitals, as well as
generators, saws, clothing and
diapers. “The devastation in
Puerto Rico is heartbreaking and
hard to comprehend,” company
president and CEO Jim Fish told
AIN. “While we no longer have
operations there, offering a helping hand in transporting supplies
down there as quickly as possible was just the right thing to
do.” Hill noted one particular Citation X that made multiple trips
to the airport, unloaded supplies
for “whoever needed them,”
according to the crew, and left
without any fanfare.
Million Air CEO Roger Woolsey, who spent more than a
week on the island, dubbed
these hundreds of aircraft the
Corporate Air Force, adding that
they arrived loaded with supplies
and left with evacuees. He estimates the tempo of operations
suggests they moved as many
as 12,000 people. Once people
learned that private aviation was
willing to evacuate the sick, the
elderly and children, the lines
at FBOs began to grow. At the
height of operations, Woolsey
remarked, “We’re not running an
FBO right now, we’re running a
bus stop.” A hangar at the FBO

was converted into a seating
area, and guards were hired to
prevent people from interfering with the frenetic operations.
“Because there was no electricity, the doors and the hangar
doors were open and people
were just walking onto the ramp
unsecured,” Woolsey said. “It
was not a normal situation.”
Both Jet Aviation and Million
Air praised fuel provider World
Fuel Services, which was able
to keep pace with the extraordinary demand from the FBOs,
which in some cases surpassed
50,000 gallons a day. Hill noted
the only bottlenecks occurred
when his location’s fuel trucks
all found themselves in line at
the tank farm.
Keeping the generators going proved crucial. Early on, the
unit at Million Air, which was
damaged by the storm, failed,
and it was two days before a
replacement part could be procured from the U.S. Then, the
lack of a steady flow of diesel
fuel led the facility to run it on
jet-A for two days. While it made
more smoke, the newly repaired
generator kept chugging away.
Communications proved tricky
as well, as Woolsey discovered.

He flew several relief missions in
a variety of aircraft ranging from
a King Air 350i to a Learjet 60XR,
carrying food, volunteer staffers and even a $26,000 military
grade satellite receiver/transmitter unit that he had to fly to
Ohio to pick up, along with two
technicians to set it up at the facility. He and 17 volunteers from
the company’s mainland bases,
slept in the facility and subsisted on little more than Pop-Tarts
and peanut butter sandwiches.
As for the local employees,
many were required to move
in with family members whose
homes fared marginally better
during the hurricane. Woolsey
recalled trying to send one line
service worker home with the
guarantee of being paid, after
learning the man had lost his
entire home. The man surveyed
the chaotic scene on the ramp,
which was receiving up to 45
relief aircraft an hour, looked
at Woolsey and replied, “Boss,
I’ve worked at this airport for 25
years and I’ve never in my life
seen this. You need me, Puerto
Rico needs me. Surely this will
calm down at some point; I’ll go
take care of my family when that
happens.”
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Skyservice FBO - Ottawa (CYOW)
• The newest member of the Skyservice™ family, Skyservice’s Ottawa base is located just 20 minutes from the
heart of the city and offers customers a truly Canadian
experience – friendly smiles, the ultimate in customer
service and incomparable safety.
• Skyservice’s full-service FBO offers first-class
customer service, a premium lounge and amenities,
up to 40,000 square feet of hangar space and
Type 4 anti-icing on-site.
• Proudly serving the Nation’s Capital for over a ¼
of a century.

SKYSERVICE FBO - OTTAWA /
JAVIER PASCUET / +1 613 739 3776 /
WWW.SKYSERVICE.COM/FBO/OTTAWA /
350 COMET PRIVATE, OTTAWA, ON, CANADA K1V 9B4

Skyservice FBO - Montreal (CYUL)
• Located a quick 15 minutes away from the city’s core, Skyservice™ Montreal’s
award-winning FBO facilities with its 96,000 square feet of hangar, and 400,000 square
feet of ramp space are equipped to handle any type of aircraft and we are focused on
ensuring a seamless and enjoyable travel experience for each and every person who
walks through our doors.
• Skyservice’s Montreal FBO has won multiple prestigious awards for its well-equipped
and elegant facilities, warm and knowledgeable employees, and is continually rated
one of the best in Canada for their quality assurance & safety standards.
• Skyservice™ proudly offers 24/7 emergency maintenance services on-site and
around the world.
SKYSERVICE FBO - MONTREAL / RICHARD MAILHOT / +1 888 985 1402 / WWW.SKYSERVICE.COM/FBO/MONTREAL / 9785 RYAN AVENUE, MONTREAL, QC, CANADA H9P 1A2

Skyservice - Calgary (CYYC)
• Located just 20 minutes from downtown Calgary, Skyservice’s
Calgary FBO is known for its modern and elegant facility, friendly
faces, outstanding customer service and handling efficiency.
• Skyservice’s Calgary facility can accommodate any type of aircraft
and it is the leading FBO in Calgary with more than 100,000 square
feet of hangar space, 24/7 handling and concierge services,
on-site maintenance, valet car parking and an elegant and
private lounge.
• On-site maintenance 24/7, handling, car rentals and limo
arrangements, hotel accommodations and more – all available
through Skyservice™.
SKYSERVICE FBO - CALGARY / DARRYL GOLBECK / +1 403 592 3700 /
WWW.SKYSERVICE.COM/FBO/CALGARY / 575 PALMER RD. NE, CALGARY, AB, CANADA T2E 7G4
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Skyservice - Toronto (CYYZ)
• Located a short distance from downtown Toronto, Skyservice™ is
dedicated to getting passengers where they need to be efficiently
and safely.
• Our full service FBO facility in Toronto has received multiple awards
for excellence from industry publications. Offering travelers a world
class experience, privacy, security, 5 star amenities, ample hangar
space and a friendly smile, Skyservice’s Toronto FBO is like no other on the field. Our customer service team has more than 200 years
of experienced combined!
• Let Skyservice™ handle all of your aviation needs from FBO handling to maintenance work. Skyservice™ is a Bombardier Approved
Service Facility and an Authorized Warranty Facility for Gulfstream.
SKYSERVICE FBO - TORONTO / MIKE DENHAM / +1 888 759 3269 /
WWW.SKYSERVICE.COM/FBO/TORONTO / 6120 MIDFIELD ROAD
MISSISSAUGA, ON, CANADA L4W 2P7

Fast Air Jet Centre (CYWG)
• Winnipeg is central Canada’s most dynamic city with festivals,
commerce and northern attractions. Our exclusive location, at
Winnipeg’s International Airport, is the closest FBO to the runway
and only 15 minutes from downtown.
• Our attractive facilities include all the amenities clients would
expect. Our team is passionate about service! We have 65,000
sq. ft. of hangar space, full maintenance and air charter support,
and of course fuel!
• The Fast Air Jet Centre is pleased to be Canada’s first Air Elite
Network member. Come experience our Northern Hospitality.
FAST AIR JET CENTRE / JACKIE JONSON / +1 204 831 7714 /
WWW.FASTAIRJETCENTRE.COM / 10 HANGAR LINE ROAD,
WINNIPEG, MB, CANADA R3J 3Y7

Lehigh Valley Aviation Services (KABE)
• Located near Allentown, Pennsylvania and serving
a twelve county area with a population of 3.6 million
people.
• Lehigh Valley International Airport is owned and operated by the Lehigh-Northampton Airport Authority.
• The airport is easily accessible from communities in
eastern Pennsylvania and northern New Jersey.

LEHIGH VALLEY AVIATION SERVICES / CONNIE PHILLIP /
+1 800 796 0050 / WWW.LVASFBO.COM / 600 HAYDEN
CIRCLE, ALLENTOWN, PA 18109
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Alliance Aviation Services (KAFW)
• Conveniently located in the Dallas/Fort Worth metroplex
& only minutes from Roanoke, “The Unique Dining
Capital of Texas”.
• Onsite Customs, unlimited ramp space and a guaranteed turnaround time of 30 minutes or less for all
requested quick turns.
• A team dedicated to providing world class service and
NATA Safety 1st trained & benchmarking The Ritz-Carlton philosophy on customer service.

ALLIANCE AVIATION SERVICES / TOM HARRIS /
+1 817 890 1000 / WWW.ALLIANCEAVIATIONSERVICES.COM /
2221 ALLIANCE BLVD., FORT WORTH, TX 76177

Jet Aviation - Boston (KBED)
• The facility is located about 20 miles northwest of Boston.
• The airport offers an efficient, time-saving alternative to Logan
Airport for those flying in business and private aircraft.
• Twenty-four hours a day, seven days a week, Jet Aviation Bedford/Boston is available to serve the needs of passengers and
crew. ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified facility.

JET AVIATION - BOSTON / DANA FALES / +1 781 274 0030 /
WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/BEDFORD/FBO / 380 HANSCOM DRIVE,
BEDFORD, MA 01730

Clay Lacy Aviation - Seattle (KBFI)
• Clay Lacy Aviation at Seattle’s historic Boeing Field
is the Pacific Northwest’s premier private jet facility.
• CAA preferred FBO in Seattle, military fuel contract provider, FAA Part 145 Repair Station.
• Open 24 hours, 7 days a week, we are ready to
be of service.

CLAY LACY AVIATION / CHUCK KEGLEY /
+1 206 762 6000 / WWW.CLAYLACY.COM/FBO-SERVICES-SEATTLE-WA / 8285 PERIMETER ROAD
SOUTH, SEATTLE, WA 98108
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Bismarck Aero Center (KBIS)
• Bismarck Aero Center is your one-stop destination for all of your
aviation needs in Bismarck, ND.
• 24 hour, full-service FBO with all NATA Certified Flightline Technicians. We offer over 80,000 sq. ft. of hangar
storage, 20 minutes or less quick turns, 25ft de-ice cart,
GPU, Lav and 24hr catering pickup. Customers also enjoy
our complimentary services like courtesy cars, passes to a
local health club, Wi-Fi, popcorn and cookies.
• Come see why our customer service has over 85% of local customers choosing Bismarck Aero Center for all their
aviation needs.

BISMARCK AERO CENTER / JON SIMMERS / +1 701 223 4754 /
WWW.BISMARCKAERO.COM / 2301 UNIVERSITY DR., BLDG. 53,
BISMARCK, ND 58504

Jackson Jet Center (KBOI)
• As the first Air Elite certified FBO in the Northwest, our executive terminal, hangar, and chartering services set the standard in world-class
aviation and our commitment to customer service is unparalleled.
• A state-of-the-art facility that offers private charter air service throughout Idaho, Canada, the United States, Mexico and Caribbean.
• From arrival to departure, you’ll experience comfort, luxury, dedicated
customer service, superior maintenance, and unrivaled amenities.

JACKSON JET CENTER / JEFF JACKSON / +1 877 383 3300 /
WWW.JACKSONJETCENTER.COM / 3815 RICKENBACKER STREET, BOISE, ID 83705

Lane Aviation Corporation (KCMH)
• Open 24 hours a day & 7 days a week, we
are always ready to serve with an on-site
U.S. Customs facility for your convenience.
• Our all-weather operation offers six heated
hangars along with deice and anti-ice
services.
• The Lane Aviation team has the capability
and training to handle the smallest general
aviation aircraft up to the largest commercial
aircraft that can land at the John Glenn Columbus International Airport.
LANE AVIATION / STEVE EVANS / +1 800 848 6263 /
WWW.LANEAVIATION.COM / 4389 INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY, COLUMBUS, OH 43219
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Jet Aviation - St. Louis (KCPS)
• Strategically located three miles away from
downtown St. Louis.
• We provide a comprehensive array of premium
ground and support services with maintenance
and avionics support available onsite.
• NATA certified Safety 1st line technicians &
ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified facility.
JET AVIATION - ST. LOUIS / MIKE MUELLER /
+1 618 646 8000 //
WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/STLOUIS/FBO /
6400 CURTISS-STEINBERG DRIVE,
CAHOKIA, IL 62206

Magellan Aviation (KCRQ)
• Carlsbad is located in Northern San
Diego and makes a great alternative to
Orange County and San Diego airports.
• The newest FBO at Carlsbad, CA
(KCRQ), is providing fabulous service in
our interim location while we build our
new FBO facility.
• Conveniently located just minutes from
the beach, golf resorts, and the community of Rancho Santa Fe.
MAGELLAN AVIATION / ROBERT LEVINE /
+1 760 438 7603 / WWW.MAGELLANAVIATION.
AERO / 2006 PALOMAR AIRPORT ROAD,
SUITE #102, CARLSBAD, CA 92011

Galaxy FBO (KCXO)
• Galaxy FBO is the gateway to North Houston and The
Woodlands, Texas - located at the Conroe North Houston Regional Airport.
• Our new, state-of-the-art facility is the benchmark in the
industry that features world-class amenities including
U.S. Customs, an on-site restaurant, and an arrival/departure canopy large enough to accommodate even the
largest business jet.
• Galaxy FBO features a total of nine hangars ranging from
13,419 sq. ft. to 38,000 sq. ft. suitable to accommodate large
cabin business jets, for short-to-long term aircraft storage.
GALAXY FBO / JEREMY GEE / +1 936 494-4252 /
WWW.GALAXYFBO.COM/LOCATIONS/CXO/ /
2971 HAWTHORNE DRIVE, CONROE, TX 77303
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Jet Aviation - Dallas (KDAL)
• Conveniently located just seven miles
northwest of downtown Dallas.
• The facility offers domestic and international handling, complete line services,
aircraft cleaning, and autospa.
• The passage through Jet Aviation’s FBO
in Dallas is easy and pleasant.

JET AVIATION - DALLAS / MIKE KELSO /
+1 214 350 8523 / WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/
DALLAS / 7363 CEDAR SPRINGS ROAD,
DALLAS, TX 75235

Monaco Air Duluth (KDLH)
• Strategically located on the primary great
circle routes, Monaco Air Duluth provides
super fast tech stops.
•United States custom’s 24/7 international
port of entry conveniently located at
the FBO.
• A world class facility and a second-tonone customer service team are here to
exceed your every expectation.

MONACO AIR DULUTH / MIKE MAGNI /
+1 218 727 2911 / WWW.MONACOAIRDULUTH.COM / 4535 AIRPORT APPROACH ROAD,
DULUTH, MN 55811

Jetscape Services (KFLL)
•We are a full service boutique FBO offering our services at the
customs ramp 24/7. We are the closest FBO to the marinas,
port, beaches, restaurant and downtown Fort Lauderdale.
• We have the most competitive prices on the field and our
friendly and warm staff will make you and your passengers feel
welcome.
• Escape the ordinary - Jetscaping will make you happy!

JETSCAPE SERVICES / TROY MENKEN / +1 954 359 9991 /
WWW.JETSCAPEFBO.COM / 240 SW 34TH STREET,
FORT LAUDERDALE, FL 33315
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Fort Collins-Loveland jetCenter (KFNL)
• Northern Colorado’s only FBO open 24/7.
• Newly remodeled facility for your passengers.
• Northern Colorado’s friendly quick turnaround FBO.

FORT COLLINS-LOVELAND JETCENTER / DEB
MONTGOMERY / +1 970 667 2574 /
WWW.JETCENTERS.COM/FT-COLLINS-LOVELAND-FNL-FBO-JETCENTER-COLORADO/ 4824
EARHART ROAD, LOVELAND, CO 80538

Hill Aircraft & Leasing Corp. (KFTY)
• Located just 15 minutes away from downtown
Atlanta, Hill Aircraft is focused on YOUR
arrival!
• 24-hour Control Tower with lowest decision
height of 1064’ for Atlanta Airports.
• Ranked #9 FBO in 2017 Pilot’s Choice
Awards - Experience our “Sensational
Southern Service.”

HILL AIRCRAFT & LEASING CORP. / GUY HILL /
+1 800 827 8305 / WWW.HILLAIRCRAFT.COM /
3948 AVIATION CIRCLE, ATLANTA, GA 30336

Cerulean Aviation (KGSP)
• Cerulean General Aviation, located at Greenville –
Spartanburg International Airport (KGSP), is the South
Carolina Upstate’s premium service FBO. Open 24 hours
with full concierge services.
• While providing premium services, we also have competitive
pricing to make Cerulean General Aviation the preferred choice.
• GSP boasts a 11,000 ft runway, US Customs, AARF &
emergency services, commercial airline service, as well as
full-service ground handling, cargo and freight handling
capabilities.
CERULEAN AVIATION / STEVE BOWLIN / +1 864 655 5221 /
WWW.CERULEANAVIATION.COM / 2102 GSP DRIVE, GREER,
SC 29651
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Jet Aviation - Houston (KHOU)
• One of the largest and most modern operations at Houston Hobby Airport and only
seven miles from downtown Houston.
• State-of-the-art facilities, high-end customer
amenities, and service-oriented attitude.
• ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified facility.

JET AVIATION - HOUSTON / BRANDON DAVIS / +1
713 358 9100 / WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/HOUSTON / 8620 W MONROE, HOUSTON, TX 77061

Jet Aviation - Washington/Dulles (KIAD)
• Conveniently located at Washington/Dulles International Airport, our best-in-class FBO offers a
fully renovated terminal and top-notch facilities.
• Offers a time-saving alternative with convenient
on-site Customs and Immigration clearance
when flying into the D.C. metro area and beyond.
• Facility includes six hangars and 10 acres of
ramp space to accommodate all business aircraft, including larger aircraft (up to 747).
JET AVIATION - WASHINGTON/DULLES /
JOHN HOVIS / +1 703 661 0150 /
WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/DULLES /
DULLES INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT, 23411
AUTOPILOT DR., DULLES, VA 20166

Concord Regional Airport (KJQF)
• The fastest gateway into the Charlotte, North
Carolina area located just 15 miles from uptown Charlotte.
• The terminal is open 24/7/365, has 25 acres of
ramp space, five large hangars and includes
FAA 139 certification, ATC services, and a
7,400 foot full-instrument runway.
• As the home of the “NASCAR Air Force,” we take
the racing theme seriously. We offer quick turns
and efficient, friendly service that gets you in and
out and on your way, saving time and money.
CONCORD REGIONAL AIRPORT / DIRK VANDERLEEST /
+1 704 920 5400 / WWW.CONCORDNC.GOV/DEPARTMENTS/CONCORD-REGIONAL-AIRPORT/FBO-INFORMATION / 9000 AVIATION BLVD., CONCORD, NC 28027
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Vee Neal Aviation, Inc. (KLBE)
• Located at the Arnold Palmer Regional Airport in
Latrobe, Pennsylvania, providing corporate aviation
services to its clients for over four decades.
• The launch customer in the United States for the popular
19-seat British Aerospace Jetstream 31 turboprop, an
aircraft that to this day has an integral role in the
company’s charter business.
• The first FAA Part 135 certified SAAB 340 operator in
the nation.
VEE NEAL AVIATION, INC. / ALLAN MCKINNEY JR. /
+1 724 539 4533 / WWW.VEENEAL.COM / 148 AVIATION LANE,
SUITE 109, LATROBE, PA 15650-9549

Granite Air Center (KLEB)
• Easy access to Dartmouth College, Dartmouth Hitchcock
Medical Center & the upper Connecticut River valley. 10
minutes to Hanover, New Hampshire. 20 minutes to
Woodstock, Vermont.
• Our services include a passenger lounge, pilot’s lounge,
conference room, courtesy van, crew car, catering, lodging reservations, rental car and limousine services.
• Tower controlled facility with ILS/DME approach, Type I
& Type IV deicing, GPU, potable water, free Wi-Fi, and
our heated hangar can accommodate aircraft as large
as a G-IV.

GRANITE AIR CENTER / JASON ARCHMABEAULT &
GREG SOHO / +1 603 298 6555 / WWW.GRANITEAIR.COM /
58 AIRPORT ROAD WEST, LEBANON, NH 03784

Ross Aviation - Long Beach (KLGB)
• Conveniently located in Southern
California to both Los Angeles and
Orange County.
• Located at KLGB, an “Easy In & Easy
Out” airport with a 10,000 foot runway.
• Providing exceptional service and value
for all aircraft up to a B-767.

ROSS AVIATION - LONG BEACH /
GREG MCQUEARY / +1 800 241 3548 /
WWW. ROSSAVIATION.COM/FBO/LGBLONG-BEACH-FBO / 3250 AIRFLITE WAY,
LONG BEACH, CA 90807
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KaiserAir, Inc. - Oakland (KOAK)
• San Francisco Bay Area’s best value, CAA
Preferred FBO, DCA Gateway Location.
• FBO, maintenance, management,
charter, airline, renowned wheel and
brake shop, providing complete aircraft
service since 1946.
• Friendly, caring, and competent staff - we
do what it takes to earn your business
EVERY day.
KAISERAIR, INC. / GREGG RORABAUGH /
+1 510 553 8455 / WWW.KAISERAIR.COM/
OAKLAND-OAK.HTML / 8735 EARHART
ROAD, OAKLAND, CA 94621

Jet Aviation - West Palm Beach (KPBI)
• Located just 3.5 miles west of Palm
Beach.
• Domestic and international
handling, complete line services,
aircraft interior and exterior cleaning,
refueling, and nightly hangarage.
• ISO 14001 and OHSAS 18001 certified
facility. IS-BAH Registered.

JET AVIATION - WEST PALM BEACH /
NUNO DA SILVA / +1 561 233 7200 /
WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/PALMBEACH /
1515 PERIMETER ROAD, WEST PALM
BEACH, FL 33406

Swift Aviation (KPHX)
• Closest FBO to downtown Phoenix with easy
access to the Scottsdale area.
• Nationally recognized service agents with the
ability to handle any size of aircraft.
• Arriving under the largest shade canopy in the
Southwest, spanning 31,000 square feet.

SWIFT AVIATION / STEVE SILVESTRO /
+1 602 273 3770 / WWW.SWIFTAVIATION.COM / 2710
EAST OLD TOWER ROAD, PHOENIX, AZ 85034
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Northeast Air, Inc. (KPWM)
• As Portland, Maine’s finest FBO we have
always offered competitive prices
on fuel.
• As a full-service FBO, we offer onsite
rental cars, catering and hotel
reservations.
• Let us handle all of your fuel, ground
handling, and passenger services.

NORTHEAST AIR, INC. / MARK GOODWIN /
+1 207 774 6318 / WWW.NORTHEASTAIR.
COM / 1011 WESTBROOK STREET,
PORTLAND, ME 04102

Circle Air (KSEE)
• With Gillespie Field only 20 minutes from La Jolla and downtown, it is
a hidden gem in the world of corporate and private air travel, offering
a private passenger terminal with world class concierge services and
amenities.
• Circle Air, the largest FAA Class IV part 145 repair shop in San Diego
and comprehensive onsite avionics shop specializes in Citation, Gulfstream, Falcon and larger aircraft.
• Our modern facility has over 70,000 sq. ft. of hangar rental space and
over 400,000 sq. ft. of concrete ramp space with the best fuel, hangar
and maintenance prices in the area.

CIRCLE AIR / DEE CONGER / +1 619 448 5991 / WWW.CIRCLEAG.COM /
681 KENNEY STREET, EL CAJON, CA 92020

Golden Isles Aviation (KSSI)
• New terminal and Hilton Home2 Suites
together, opened 2017.
• Practice putting green, pool, fitness
center, bikes, courtesy cars, private
bathroom/shower.
• Diners Dives & Drive-ins featured restaurant “Southern Soul BBQ” across from
airport. Ya’ll Come!!

GOLDEN ISLES AVIATION / LARRY WADE /
+1 912 638 8617 / WWW.GOLDENISLESAVIATION.COM / 119 AIRPORT ROAD, ST.
SIMONS ISLAND, GA 31522
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Jet Aviation - Teterboro (KTEB)
• Jet Aviation Teterboro is only 11 miles from
New York City.
• International and domestic handling, de-icing,
U.S. customs available, DASSP approved and
ISO 14001/OHSAS 18001, IS-BAH Stage 1
certified facility.
• Elegant customer lounges, convenient crew
lounge, business center, executive conference
rooms and concierge services.

JET AVIATION - TETERBORO / ROBERT RODRIGUEZ /
+1 201 462 4425 / WWW.JETAVIATION.COM/
TETERBORO/FBO/ 112 CHARLES A. LINDBERGH DR.,
TETERBORO, NJ 07608

Clay Lacy Aviation - Van Nuys (KVNY)
• Located at Van Nuys Airport, just 20 minutes from downtown Los Angeles, our facilities enable you to experience
luxury and productivity at their finest.
• Our knowledgeable concierge service offers ground
transportation, hotel, travel and restaurant options for
passengers and flight crews.
• Our NATA Safety 1st trained and certified line service
technicians are equipped to handle and service a wide
variety of aircraft, up to the size of Boeing Business Jets
and 727s.
CLAY LACY AVIATION / STEVE LEE / +1 818 989 2900 /
WWW.CLAYLACY.COM/FBO-SERVICES-LOS-ANGELES-CA /
7435 VALJEAN AVENUE, VAN NUYS, CA 91406

Cabo San Lucas International Airport (MMSL)
• Located at the Cabo San Lucas International Airport, a small
international airfield located 4.5 miles northwest of Cabo San
Lucas in Baja California Sur, Mexico.
• At MMSL we pride ourselves as being “the friendly airport”
because we believe that when it comes to taking care of the
passengers and crew members, we exceed all expectations.
• This is the only international private airport in all of Mexico,
offering service to national and international clients.
CABO SAN LUCAS INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT /
JUAN SEBASTION ROMO CARRILLO / +52 624 124 55 00 /
WWW.ACSL.COM.MX/SITE/ES/FBO / PROLONGACION
LEONA VICARIO, COLONIA MESA COLORADA 3ERA ETAPA, SAN
JOSE DE CABO SAN LUCAS, BAJA CALIFORNIA SUR,
MEXCO 23477
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• Bali/Denpasar Airport WADD is the only airport in
Indonesia with a corporate FBO facility.
India
• Permits have become less time restrictive in recent years.
• Expect permits to be issued one day prior to
first scheduled arrival.
• Hazy conditions can be expected at major airports in Mumbai and Delhi.
• Whiskey airways are only available to domestic
Indian operators.

Travel Tips from World Fuel | Colt Trip Support Specialists:
Tips for Traveling to the
Asia-Pacific Region
Arranging travel to the Asia-Pacific region requires lead time and flexibility. Work closely with
Global Trip Support to keep you informed of limitations to ensure smooth operations.
AIRPORTS
VHHH - Hong Kong
Slots are difficult to obtain for corporate flights
for desired hours. Extra slots have opened up for
corporate flights between 1400 and 2259 UTC.
Parking can only be requested up to 14 days
prior to your plane’s scheduled arrival. Handling
through HKBAC is professional and reliable. Expect significant costs when operating to VHHH
since airport fees are high. Cancellations need
to be made at least 2 days before flying.
VMMC - Macau
Macau International Airport is a good overflow
airport for VHHH. Parking is now easier to obtain. Expect permits to be issued only a day prior
to first scheduled arrival.
COUNTRIES
China
Several countries, including China, are strict
with change. Try to keep any and all changes to a
minimum to avoid being denied permission. Up to
two significant changes (date, aircraft, flight crew)
are the allowable maximum.
• The permit process no longer requires an invitation letter for private flights
•	
Do not make more than 2 changes to the
schedule while in China or CAAC is likely to
deny the permit
• 	Expect permit to be issued a day prior to first
scheduled arrival
•	Costs to operate in China are high. Operations in major cities like Beijing, Shanghai,

and Guangzhou may be at least $10,000 USD
before Tong Da fees are added.
•	
Tong Da is an independent company that
collects nav fees in China. The lowest bill to
expect from Tong Da is around $4000 USD
and can go as high as $7000 USD depending
on aircraft size and whether it is overflight or
landing.
•	Do not expect to get filed flight levels in China airspace. They often hold aircraft at lower
flight levels for portions of the flight.
•	Immigrations officers at smaller airports may
base the nationality of the crew on the registration of the aircraft and not the country of
issue of their passports.
Singapore
• The Changi Airport limit is 48 hours on the ground.
Extensions may be possible, but unlikely.
• 	The Jet Quay VIP Terminal is used for corporate
arrivals at Changi.
• 	Seletar Airport is used more for corporate traffic
and is less costly than Changi.
•	Different FBO choices are available at Seletar.
•	Seletar has no precision approach and the runway is rough.
Indonesia
• Because Indonesia and Malaysia have territorial
waters that can extend far from their landmass,
be sure to check whether or not overflight permits may be needed when traveling in this region
and take into account diversions that may be
necessary. For example, flights departing from
Singapore have been routed over Malaysian
airspace due to weather and without a permit in
place have been denied entry.
•Give at least three days notice for overflights and
landings.
• Permits must go through the Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, the National Armed Forces Headquarters,
and the Ministry of Transportation for signing.
• Corporate traffic into Jakarta must use Halim Airport WIHH.
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The Philippines
• Corporate aircraft cannot operate in RPLL between 1200 and 1900L.
• Clark RPLC is the closest available airport to
Manila other than RPLL. The drive from Clark Airport to Manila can be up to 3 hours during heavy
traffic.
Japan
• Operations in Japan can be quite costly.
• Parking at Haneda Airport RJTT in Tokyo is limited to 4 nights and 5 days.
• Narita Airport RJAA in Tokyo will allow parking
for up to 30 days, however, it is much further from
Central Tokyo.
• The only 24 hour airports in Japan are Haneda
RJTT, Nagoya RJGG, and Osaka Kansai RJBB.
Thailand
• Corporate aircraft operating in Bangkok can
only use Don Mueang VTBD.
• Suvarnabhumi VTBS airport in Bangkok is not
open to corporate traffic.
• MJets has a spacious new FBO at VTBD with
on-site customs and immigration.
• Corporate aircraft in Phuket VTSP are allowed a
maximum of 2 hours on the ground and must carry
their own towbar.
Remember to take into account the International
Date Line when traveling to and from the US to
the Asia-Pacific region. Departure dates and times
may be the previous or the next day depending on
the direction of travel.
Lead time can be lengthy when obtaining operational permits and communications can be difficult. Using a ground agent can help expedite permission requests for an extra fee. This is especially
true for Macau and Hong Kong.
Last, fuel pricing can vary significantly between
close locations. For example, a “business airport”
in Singapore typically has fuel pricing several USD
more than the main airport. However, the business
airport can typically guarantee significantly faster
services and is VIP capable.
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Discover our Flight Operation,
Airport & FBO Solutions
+1 800 626 0577
+1 281 280 2100
aviationsolutions@wfscorp.com
wfscorp.com/aviation

Beyond Fuel
To succeed in today’s market, you need a partner that goes beyond the day-to-day and is
committed to your long-term success. We continue to invest locally and deliver innovative
solutions backed by quality service.
Discover our fuel and service solutions at wfscorp.com/aviation
Fuel | Trip Support | Card and Reward Programs | Logistics | Brand Programs
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+1 866 535 7772
wfscorp.com/aviation

Diamond Service FBOs
A Part of World Fuel Services
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CYOW
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KCMH
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KLGB
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RKSS

ZLXY

KSEE

ZGKL

ZSHC

KCXO
ZGNN
ZGSZ
ZJHK
ZJSY

WSSL

YBCS

YBBN

YSSY
YPPH
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CYOW

Skyservice FBO - Ottawa

KFTY

Hill Aircraft

RKSS

Avjet Asia/SGBAC

CYUL

Skyservice FBO - Montreal

KGSP

Cerulean Aviation

SCEL

FBO Aerocardal Limitada

CYWG

Fast Air Jet Centre

KHOU

Jet Aviation - Houston

SDCO

World-Way Aviation

CYYC

Sky Service FBO - Calgary

KIAD

Jet Aviation - Washington/Dulles

SEQM

Ecuacentair

CYYZ

Sky Service FBO - Toronto

KJQF

Concord Regional Airport

SKBQ

Caribbean Support & Flight

EDDF

BAC - Frankfurt

KLBE

Vee Neal Aviation

TIST

St. Thomas Jet Center

EDDK

BAC - Cologne

KLEB

Granite Air Center

TJSJ

Jet Aviation - San Juan

EDDL

Jet Aviation - Düsseldorf

KLGB

Ross Aviation - Long Beach

TKPK

YU Lounge - St. Kitts & Nevis

EGGW

Harrods Aviation - Luton

KOAK

KaiserAir - Oakland

TNCC

Jet Centre Curaçao

EGSS

Harrods Aviation - Stansted

KPBI

Jet Aviation - West Palm

WSSL

Hawker Pacific - Singapore

ESSB

Grafair Jet Center

KPHX

Swift Aviation

YBBN

Hawker Pacific - Brisbane

FAOR

Fireblade Aviation

KPWM

Northeast Air

YBCS

Hawker Pacific - Cairns

FIMP

YU Lounge - Mauritius

KSEE

Circle Air

YPPH

Hawker Pacific - Perth

KABE

Lehigh Valley Aviation Services

KSSI

Golden Isles Aviation

YSSY

Hawker Pacific - Sydney

KAFW

Alliance Aviation Services

KTEB

Jet Aviation - Teterboro

ZGHA

Deer Jet - Changsha

KBED

Jet Aviation - Boston

KVNY

Clay Lacy Aviation - Van Nuys

ZGKL

Deer Jet - Guilin Branch

KBFI

Clay Lacy Aviation - Seattle

LCLK

Skylink Services

ZGNN

Deer Jet - Guangxi/Nanning

KBIS

Bismarck Aero Center

LFPB

Dassault Falcon Service

ZGSZ

Deer Jet - Shenzhen

KBOI

Jackson Jet Center

LIML

Sky Services - Milan

ZJHK

Deer Jet - Haikou

KCMH

Lane Aviation

LIPZ

Sky Services - Venice

ZJSY

Deer Jet - Sanya

KCPS

Jet Aviation - St. Louis

LSGG

Jet Aviation - Geneva

ZLXY

Deer Jet - Xi'an

KCRQ

Magellan Aviation

LSZH

Jet Aviation - Zurich

ZSHC

Deer Jet – Hangzhou

KCXO

Galaxy FBO

MBPV

Provo Air Center

KDAL

Jet Aviation - Dallas

MMSL

Cabo San Lucas International Airport

KDLH

Monaco Air Duluth

MYNN

Jet Aviation - Nassau

KFLL

Jetscape Services

OMAA

Royal Jet

KFNL

Fort Collins-Loveland jetCenter
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OMDB

AirEliteNetwork.com
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Jet Aviation - Dubai

